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A BSTRACT
Nowadays, network simulators are frequently used by researchers to work with different kind of
communication networks. In this context, the objective of this work is to introduce the user to the main
used simulation tools for wireless networks, in particular vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). In
this report, we gather some useful tools and tips for researchers, including installation and operation
of OMNET++, SUMO and VEINS. We think this information will be useful for new users and
will save them a lot of time and effort at the beginning of their research works. For this, we have
used a widely known distribution of Linux (Ubuntu 16.X). We describe how to integrate simulators
OMNET++, VEINS, and SUMO to test vehicular communication protocols and services in an urban
environment. This tutorial includes a virtual machine as additional material to help researchers. Our
final objective is to assist researchers with their tasks associated to the development of novel proposals
that require to perform simulations to show the benefits of their approaches.
Keywords OMNeT++, SUMO, VEINS, data management tools, vehicular communications

1

Introduction

The goal of this article is to gather a set of tips and tools that we think might be very useful for researchers that need to
use simulation tools to carry out performance evaluations to test their proposals. Specifically, we focus of the field of
wireless networks (vehicular networks, mesh networks...), although many tips and tools gathered here could be also
useful for other research fields. Researchers (e.g., Ph.D. students) often spend a lot of time understanding how to run
simulations on a simulation platform before they can begin the actual performance evaluation with that simulation tool.
A performance evaluation normally will require to carry out a large amount of simulations, so that knowing how to
speed up the whole simulation process and the posterior data management has paramount importance for researchers.
In this article we collect useful tools, tips and advice from our experience during our research work to obtain our Ph.D.
thesis. Our goal is to help researchers by sharing the knowledge that we have acquired during our research work. We
sincerely believe that this useful guide will help other researchers, especially Ph.D. students, to speed up their tasks in
obtaining their simulation results.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to an introduction of machine learning tools, libraries,
commands and metrics to help the researcher to start using machine learning algorithms. Section 3 includes useful
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information about Python tools and frameworks to help the reader to start using artificial neural networks. It also
includes a small example from scratch to implement a neural network with Keras commands.Then, section 4 lists some
common metrics used to assess the performance evaluation of wireless networks, which will complement the evaluation
of the machine learning algorithms developed for those networks. Next, section 5 is a summary of the main latex
editors recommended to write any document, either online or installed in the local computer. It also includes interesting
tips and references to help in the writing of your documents. The next three sections are devoted to the simulation
framework OMNeT++/SUMO/VEINS that we use in our research works. Section 6 introduces OMNeT++ [1], one
of the main network simulation platforms currently used in the field of wireless networks. It includes useful links to
start with the simulator, tips for a correct installation, useful packages to be installed, configuration and useful tips
to carry out simulations efficiently. Additionally, we present our simulations manager for OMNeT ++ (SMO) [2], a
framework to easily execute large-scale simulations which will save a lot of time and effort to the researcher. Section 7
introduces SUMO [3], a well-known road traffic simulator, and includes useful links, installation recommendations and
tips to correctly configure it. Section 8 gathers useful information about VEINS [4], a vehicular networks protocol suite,
including installation and configuration tips. Finally, section 9 concludes the article.
Notice that each section begins with a subsection that includes useful links used throughout that section.

2

Machine learning tools. How to start with

Machine learning (ML) is a research field that deals with the theory, performance, and properties of learning systems
and algorithms. In ML, the learning process means to adjust values for specific parameters in such a way that the
model matches best with the data it has already seen during the training stage. The process of learning from data is
called training process. Based on this training process, a general model through a particular set of parameters becomes
specialized to the particular tasks that underlie the data. The performance level of ML algorithms depends on how much
and how good the amount of data (named as dataset) is.
2.1

Machine learning process flow

The general process flow to build ML algorithms is shown in Figure 1, where each learning stage is explained below:
• Preprocessing: The data has to be organized and transformed into a suitable format used for machine learning
purposes. Among them, values of the features should be normalized between zero and one. Besides, some
features in the dataset may be highly correlated, and therefore, they could be redundant to a certain degree. To
overcome this problem, it is advisable to used techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), factor
analysis, and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), among others [5].
The dataset is commonly divided into training and testing subsets.
(i) Training set: this dataset is used to train, fit and tune the hyperparameters of the machine learning
model [6].
(ii) Testing set: The sample of data used to test the prediction power of the trained algorithm to unseen data.
The splitting ratio should be chosen after conducting several tests to see which are the most suitable dataset
splitting ratios, taking into account the size of the dataset [5].
• Learning: In this phase, different models can be run and compared, and the selection of the best model is
based on the values of a set of well-known performance metrics (e.g., accuracy, sensitivity, specificity), which
are covered in section 2.4.
• Evaluation: This phase deals with the evaluation of the trained model on the testing dataset. Performance
metrics will determine whether the trained model is having a good performance or not. Conventional metrics
to asses the performance of an ML model are accuracy and confusion matrix, among others [7].
• Prediction: The final stage of a machine learning model consists in using the model to predict the output
relative to a given input in the system.
In the following subsections, the basics steps to implement machine learning models in both Matlab [8] and Python
[9, 10] are explained.
2.2

MatLab

The machine learning MatLab toolbox can be a good starting way to try and learn prediction models, regardless of
the available amount of data. There is a long list of supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, each taking a
2
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Figure 1: Process flow to build machine learning systems.

different approach to learning. However, there is no one best method or data size that fits all. Notice that, highly flexible
models tend to overfit the data by modeling minor variations that could be noise. On the other hand, simple models are
easier to interpret but may have less precision. Hence, finding the best algorithm depends on experimenting with them
and also on our dataset (trial and error) and then, on has to weight benefits of one against the others [5].
2.2.1

Classification learner MatLab toolbox

Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox MatLab Compiler is a useful tool that provides functions and apps to describe,
analyze and model data. This application allows us to explore supervised machine learning interactively using various
classifiers. Model types include decision trees, discriminant analysis, support vector machines, logistic regression,
nearest neighbors, naive Bayes, and set classification [8].
• Basic steps to train selected models automatically.
– Select in the Apps tab from the Machine learning group the classification learner box (see Fig.2).

Figure 2: Apps tab with the machine learning group.
– In New Session option, select the path where the data is located (workspace area or from a file) and
import the data set (see Fig.3).
3
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Figure 3: Import data set in the classification learning box.
– Then, specify from the data set the response variable and the variables that will be used as predictors. In
addition, in this step you can configure the data validation to avoid overfitting. Select cross validation or
not, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: The data set variables selection: response and predictors.
– On the Classification Learner tab, select from the Model Type section one of the set options. It is possible
to try with all classifiers models, or select one of them, linear or tree classifiers. The All Quick-To-Train
option permit to train all the model presets available for the data set that are fast to fit (see Fig. 5)

Figure 5: Model type set options to train machine learning models.
– Once the model or set of models to train has been selected, just click on the train button.
• Fig. 6 shows the app with a history list containing various classifier types. On the left side appears the classifier
list results according to the accuracy metric achieved in percentage units. Thus, in these previous results can
compare which model fits well with the data. In this way, is possible to see which classifier model best fits the
data.
4
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Figure 6: Classification learner plots.
• As it is shown in Fig.7, there is a menu with options to plot the model predictions classes, such as the confusion
matrix and the ROC curve.

Figure 7: Classification learner plots.
• Finally, it is possible to export the trained model selecting one of the three options on the Export Model button
(see Fig.8).

Figure 8: The Export model options.
2.3

Scikit-learn: a machine learning library for Python

Scikit-learn [11] is a free machine learning library which contains a lot of efficient tools for machine learning and
statistical modeling including classification, regression, clustering and dimensionality reduction. Among them, this
library allows to deploy the following machine learning algorithms, shown in Table 1.
5
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Table 1: Scikit-learn allows us to deploy different supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms
Supervised learning
Unsupervised learning
Linear Models
Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Kernel ridge regression
Support Vector Machines
Stochastic Gradient Descent
Nearest Neighbors
Gaussian Processes
Cross decomposition
Naive Bayes
Decision Trees
Ensemble methods
Multiclass and multilabel algorithms
Feature selection
Semi-Supervised
Isotonic regression
Probability calibration
Neural network models (supervised)

Gaussian mixture models
Manifold learning
Clustering
Biclustering
Decomposing signals in components (matrix factorization problems)
Covariance estimation
Novelty and Outlier Detection
Density Estimation
Neural network models (unsupervised)

In the following subsections, the needed packages to run scikit-learn and how to train a basic learning model will be
covered from scratch.

2.3.1

Required packages

The installation process of the scikit-learn library is simple, it is done with the following commands:
apt-get install python python-pip
#Install python and pip package
pip install -U scikit-learn scipy matplotlib
#Install missing libraries
From the previous commands, pip is a package manager for python. With this package, we can install the scikit-learn
library, and it is also advisable to install the scipy and matplolib libraries to avoid possible missing libraries.

2.3.2

How to deploy a machine learning model with scikit-learn library

The basis for any machine learning algorithm is the dataset. The scikit-learn library comes with a few standard datasets,
for instance, the well-known iris1 for classification. Keep in mind that the selection of the machine learning algorithm
is strongly correlated to the problem to solve. For the sake of clarity, we will present a small example to implement a
learning algorithm from scratch.

1. Load the dataset: We have considered a dataset which contains five features (or inputs) and one labeled
class output, as it is shown in Figure 9.

1

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/iris
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Figure 9: Dataset example.
import numpy
#import the numpy library
numpy.random.seed (7)
# fix random seed for reproducibility
dataset = numpy.loadtxt("dataset.csv", delimiter=",")
#load the dataset
Then, we define the X and y variables that represents the inputs and output, respectively.
X = dataset[:,0:5]
y = dataset[:,5]

#the features (or inputs)
#the labeled class (or output)

2. Prepare the dataset: At this step, we divide the data into a training dataset and a testing dataset. With the
following commands, the data is split into those two datasets. As it can be seen, 30% of the data will be used
for testing the prediction power of the algorithm. We can set the shuffle flag to scramble the data. However, we
have used the stratification flag to return training and test subsets that have the same proportions of class labels
as the input dataset.
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
#library to
,→
prepare the data
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.3,
,→
random_state=0, stratify=y)
3. Standarize the data: This step is optional, and it can be used to normalize the data.
from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler
scaler = StandardScaler().fit(X_train)
#define the scaler
X_train = scaler.transform(X_train)
#scale the training set
X_test = scaler.transform(X_test)
#scale the testing set
4. Machine learning algorithm selection: There are different machine learning algorithms, but their implementation follows the same process. First, we have to import the machine learning model from scikit-learn, and
then we have to tune the hyperparameters of the selected learning algorithm. In the following, we present how
to train a decision tree learning algorithm.
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier
tree = DecisionTreeClassifier()
tree = tree.fit(X_train, y_train)
With the fit command, we have trained the decision tree classifier. The learning algorithm has been trained with
default hyperparameters values. However. we can modify the decision tree hyperparameters2 in the following
way:
tree = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion='gini', max_depth=6)
From Table 1, it can be observed that the scikit-learn library allows us to implements different machine
learning algorithms. For instance, if we want to deploy a Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm3 , its
implementation is pretty similar to the Decision Tree, as it is shown in the following lines:
2
3

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.tree.DecisionTreeClassifier.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html
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from sklearn.svm import SVC
clf = SVC()
clf = clf.fit(X_training, y_train)
2.4

Performance metrics to evaluate machine learning algorithms

Typically, a set of performance metrics are used to evaluate ML algorithms, commonly supervised learning algorithms.
Let us see a description of the most common metrics:
• Confusion matrix. It is a square matrix that consists of columns and rows that list the number of instances as
"actual class" vs. "predicted class" ratios, see Fig.10.
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Figure 10: Confusion matrix example [5].
– True positive (TP): It represents the cases when the sample output is 1 (true) and it is predicted as also 1
(true).
– True negative (TN): The cases when the actual class of the data point was 0 (false) and the predicted is
also 0 (false).
– False positive (FP): Cases when the actual class of the data was 0 (false) and the predicted value is 1
(true).
– False negative (FN): Cases when the actual class on the data point was 1 (true) and the predicted value
is 0 (false).
• Accuracy: This performance metric is calculated as the sum of correct predictions divided by the total number
of predictions.
TP + TN
ACC =
(1)
FP + FN + TP + TN
• ERR: It is the sum of all false predictions divided by the total predictions.
ERR =

FP + FN
FP + FN + TP + TN

(2)

• Sensitivity: This metric corresponds to the portion of positive data points that are correctly considered as
positive, with respect to all positive data points.
PR =
8

TP
FP + TP

(3)
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• Specificity: It corresponds to the portion of negative data points that are mistakenly considered as positive,
with respect to all negative data points.
Specif icity =

FP
FP + TP

(4)

• Receiver operator characteristic (ROC). This metric is used to select classification models based on their
performance with respect to the Specificity and Sensitivity values. Also the Area under the ROC curve, also
called AUC, is the area under the curve of the plot Specificity vs Sensitivity at different points in [0, 1] (see
Fig.11)

Figure 11: The ROC curve example [5].
• Precision. This metric is useful when the cost of having false positives is high. It corresponds to the number
of correct positive results divided by the number of positive results predicted by the classifier.
TP
(5)
TP + FP
• Recall. It is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of all relevant samples, that is, all
samples that should have been identified as positive.
P recision =

TP
(6)
TP + FN
• F1-score. It is the harmonic mean between precision and recall metrics. This metric says how precise is a
classifier (how many instances it classifies correctly), as well as how robust it is (it does not miss a significant
number of instances).
Recall =

F1 = 2 ·

precision · recall
precision + recall
9
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2.4.1

Evaluate a machine learning algorithm with the scikit-learn metrics

The scikit-learn library has implemented most of the machine learning performance metrics, and we can import them
by using the following lines:
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix, precision_score, recall_score,
,→
f1_score,
y_pred = tree.predict_proba(X_test)
The computation of the different performance metrics is easy, and its calculation is shown below:
• Confusion matrix:
confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred)
• Precision:
precision_score(y_test, y_pred)
• Recall:
recall_score(y_test, y_pred)
• F1-Score or F-score:
f1_score(y_test, y_pred)
• The Kappa or Cohen’s kappa:
cohen_kappa_score(y_test, y_pred)
• ROC curve:
fpr, tpr, thresholds = metrics.roc_curve(y_test, y_pred[:,1])
roc_auc = metrics.roc_auc_score(y_test, y_pred[:,1])
pl.plot(fpr, tpr, label ='AUC = %0.3f')
pl.plot([0,1],[0,1])
pl.xlim(0,1)
pl.ylim(0,1)
pl.xlabel('False positive rate')
pl.ylabel('True positive rate')
pl.legend (loc ="lower right")

tree depth: 6

1.0
True positive rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

AUC = 0.853

0.2

0.4
0.6
False positive rate
Figure 12: ROC curve [5].
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3

Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are today one of the hottest topics of artificial intelligence and machine learning.
ANNs are computational models based on the structure of the brain, whose most significant property is their ability to
learn from data. ANNs can be arranged as sequences of layers (see Figure 13), where we can highlight three different
layers: input, hidden and output layers.

Input layer
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hidden layers

First hidden
layer

Output layer

X₁
.
.
.

X₂

.
.
.

.
.
.

Xₙ

y
.
.
.

.
.
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Figure 13: A feedforward fully connected neural network.
• Input layer: This layer accepts input features and provides information from the outside world to the neural
network. It includes the numerical values that represent the input data.
• An arbitrary number of hidden layers: Nodes of this layer are not exposed to the outer world, they are the part
of the abstraction provided by the ANN. These layers perform computation on the features entered through the
input layer and transfer the result to the output layer.
• An output layer: This layer gives the information learned by the network to the outer world.
Layers are composed of individual neurons, considered as the basic element in ANNs, similarly as the brain cells.
Besides, they are activated by using activation functions. Generally speaking, activation functions are mathematical
equations that determine the output in a neural network. These functions take an input value, transform the input value,
and pass the transformed value to the next layer or to the final output layer to make a prediction [5].
In the following subsection, the Keras framework set of tools used for deep learning is explained.
3.1

Keras: the Python deep learning API

To build and to train the neural network, we have used the Keras [12] set of tools. Keras is a deep learning framework for
Python that allows us implementing a neural network with a few commands. Keras is capable of running on TensorFlow
[13], Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit [14], or Theano [15].
3.1.1

Required packages

The installation process of the Keras framework is simple, it is done with the following commands:
apt-get install python python-pip
#Install python and pip
pip install keras tensorflow mp_utils
#Install tensorflow and keras
pip install -U scikit-learn scipy matplotlib
#Install missing libraries
3.1.2

How to implement a deep learning model with Keras

As previously done, we will here present a small example to implement a neural network with Keras from scratch.
11
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1. Load and prepare the dataset: For simplicity, we have considered again a simple dataset with five inputs and
one output (see again Figure 9). The inputs and outputs are assigned to the the X and y variables, respectively.
import numpy
#import the numpy library
numpy.random.seed(7)
#fix random seed for reproducibility
dataset = numpy.loadtxt("dataset.csv", delimiter=",")
#load the dataset
X = dataset[:,0:5]
#the features (or inputs)
y = dataset[:,5]
#the class (or output)
The dataset is split into two datasets where 30% of the data will be used for testing the prediction power of the
algorithm. Besides, we have used the stratification flag to return training and test subsets that have the same
proportions of class labels as the input dataset.
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
#library to prepare
,→
the data
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.3,
,→
random_state=0, stratify=y)
2. Neural network architecture: In this work, we have implemented a feedforward neural network [16] as it is
shown in Figure 13. With this architecture, the information is moved only in one direction, that is, no feedback
loops are built. To create this neural network type, we have to use the Sequential class. Besides, we have to
configure how the different layers are interconnected. For simplicity, we have used the Dense command to
create a fully-connected network. That is, each neuron receives as input all the neurons from the previous
layer.
from keras.models import Sequential
#neural network model
from keras.layers import Dense
#layer type
model = Sequential()
#A neural network with sequential layers
,→
(feedforward)
model.add(Dense(5, input_dim=5, activation='relu')) #input layer
With the previous commands, we have configured the architecture of the input layer. On the one hand, the
first input parameter represents the number of features of the dataset. On the other hand, the second input
parameter (input_dim) defines the numbers of neurons in the input layer. The following step is to define the
characteristics of the hidden layers. It is important to mention that the input and output layers are defined
based on the inputs and outputs of the dataset. However, the hidden layers and their neurons are variables
parameters that have to be tuned through, usually, experimentation. The goal here should be to create a neural
network with high prediction power and with an acceptable computational cost.
For our simple neural network, we have created three hidden layers with five neurons at each layer, and they
are activated with the relu function. We have decided to use for the first and hidden layers the well-established
Rectified Linear Activation (ReLU) function due to, among others characteristics, its computational simplicity
and linear behavior [17, 18].
model.add(Dense(5, activation='relu'))
model.add(Dense(5, activation='relu'))
model.add(Dense(5, activation='relu'))

#first hidden layer
#second hidden layer
#third hidden layer

Finally, we have configured the output layer with one neuron and this is activated with the sigmoid activation
function. This non linear function has been used in the output layer, due mainly to the fact that its output varies
from 0 to 1.
model.add(Dense(1, activation='sigmoid')) \#output layer
3. Learning process: At this stage, a suitable optimization algorithm has to be selected, which is in charge of
computing the best set of weights that minimizes the loss function. For our purposes, the well-established
adaptive moment estimation (adam) optimizer is used which has been proven to be a good option to the
classical gradient descent algorithms [19]. On the other hand, the well-known mean square error (MSE) has
been chosen as the loss function.
model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam',
,→
metrics=['accuracy'])
4. Model training: We have to configure the number of epochs that the model will cycle trough all the training
samples. In general, the more epochs are run, the more accurate the model is. However, to avoid overfitting, the
training phase is terminated when the increasing the number of epochs does not improve the model accuracy.
12
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For instance, Figure 14 shows the evolution of the loss function (MSE) throughout the epochs. As it can be
seen, the value of the error may decrease in the training phase as the number of repetitions increases. However,
its real performance to unseen data may no longer change. Therefore, we are overfitting the model for epoch
> 200. To avoid this problem, we have used the validation-based early stopping technique [20, 21, 22].

loss
loss
validation loss

0.24

loss

0.22
0.20
0.18
0.16
0

100

200
epoch

300

400

Figure 14: An example of overfitting detection during the training phase [5].
from keras.callbacks import EarlyStopping
early_stopping = EarlyStopping(monitor='val_loss', patience=3)
model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=200,
,→
validation_split=0.3,callbacks=[early_stopping])

4

Additional metrics to assess the trade-off between prons and cons in a performance
evaluation

Additionally, researchers usually compute other metrics to evaluate the system performance. In our case, we usually
compute the following metrics to assess the performance evaluation of wireless networks:
• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It is defined as the ratio of packets successfully received at the destination
network node, out of the total number of packets sent.
• Attained throughput: Number of bytes per second that each traffic flow can successfully deliver to the
destination node. Note that the values of PDR and attained throughput are generally studied jointly.
• Network transit time for each traffic flow that amounts to the time needed by their packets to travel from
their source to the destination node.
• Average end-to-end packet delay: Average of the delay experienced by all the packets from source to
destination.
• Percentage of packet losses: Ratio of packets lost, out of the total number of packets sent.

5

LaTeX

LaTex4 is used intensively in the generation process of scientific articles and books that include, among other elements,
mathematical expressions. Currently, there are many latex editors available and free to use, as it can be seen in Table 2.
Among them, we can highlight two types of editors: (i) On the one hand we have those that are standalone software;
and (ii) on the other hand we have those that are used online.
4

https://www.latex-project.org/
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• (i) Our recommendation for a local text editor is TeXStudio. This editor is available for the most used operative
systems such as Windows, Linux and Mac.
• (ii) Alternatively, to work online we recommend Overleaf. A big advantage that online latex editors have
is that we do not have to worry about installing missing packages, and this can be a bit of a problem when
working locally. Besides, many people can collaborate in the document at the same time.

LaTeX Editor
TeXmaker
TeXStudio
Kile
RTextDoc
LyX
TeXpen
TeXWorks
Gummi
MiKTeX
GNOME LaTeX
Overleaf
Papeeria
LaTeX Base

5.1

Table 2: Most used LaTeX editors
standalone software online editor

Link

https://www.xm1math.net/texmaker/
https://www.texstudio.org/
https://kile.sourceforge.io/download.php
https://jwork.org/rtextdoc/download/
https://www.lyx.org/Download
https://sourceforge.net/projects/texpen/
https://github.com/TeXworks/texworks/releases
https://github.com/alexandervdm/gummi
https://miktex.org/
https://wiki.gnome.org/Apps/GNOME-LaTeX
https://es.overleaf.com/
https://papeeria.com/
https://latexbase.com/

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Latex recommendations

There are many latex templates available on the Internet. For instance, Overleaf has many templates available for
journals, CVs, resumes, papers, presentations, assignments, letters, project reports, and so on5 , as it is shown in Figure
15. The advantage of these templates is that we can download them and work locally with our preferred local LaTeX
editor, or work directly online with these templates in Overleaf.

Figure 15: Available Overleaf templates.
5

https://es.overleaf.com/latex/templates
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Besides, Overleaf includes a large collection of tips that includes LaTeX Basics, Mathematics, Figures and tables,
References and Citations, Languages, Document structure, Formatting, Fonts, Presentations, Commands, Field specific,
Class files and Advanced TeX/LaTeX. All of them can be found in the following link:
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Tips
As an starting point in LaTeX, we recommend to follow the tutorial "LaTeX in 30 minutes" available below:
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Learn_LaTeX_in_30_minutes
More specific introductions can be found in the links presented in Table 3.

LaTeX tutorial
Create your first document in
LaTeX
Paragraphs and new lines
Bold, italics and underlining
Lists
Mathematics
Bibliographies, references
Images
Tables

Table 3: Useful introductory links to start with LaTeX.
Link
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Creating_a_document_in_LaTeX
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Paragraphs_and_new_lines
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Bold,_italics_and_underlining
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Lists
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Mathematical_expressions
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Bibliography_management_in_LaTeX
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Inserting_Images
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/Tables

Finally, we recommend the following links to simplify the creation of tables, equations and bibliography management
in LaTeX.
• Tables Generator:
https://www.tablesgenerator.com/
• Equations Generator:
https://www.codecogs.com/latex/eqneditor.php?lang=es-es
https://www.rinconmatematico.com/latexrender/
• Bibliography:
http://www.bibtex.org/

6

OMNeT++. Network simulator

OMNeT++ [1] is a well-known network simulation platform extensively used by the scientific community. It is an
extensible, modular, C++ simulation library and framework, which makes it very popular among the research community
to build specific network scenarios.
In this section, we detail important information for beginners in the research community who want to start working
with the OMNET++ framework. First, we provide useful links to download OMNeT++ and to start with the simulation
platform. Then, we summarize some useful advice to correctly install and configure OMNeT++. Finally, we provide
some helpful tips to start doing simulations.
6.1

Useful links
• OMNeT++ download. In this link we can find the current OMNeT++ version and also the former versions.
https://omnetpp.org/download
• OMNeT++ installation guide [23]. In this file we can find the guide to install the current OMNeT++ version
under different operating systems.
https://doc.omnetpp.org/omnetpp/InstallGuide.pdf
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• Reports OMNeT++. In this report we show how to install OMNET++ simulator over a Linux distribution and
how to integrate Inet, Inetmanet and Veins frameworks with the simulator.
https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/201807.0302/v1
6.2

Compatibility issues

Before installing OMNeT++, you should be sure that your versions of VEINS and SUMO are compatible with the
downloaded version of OMNET++. At this time, most of the problems appear with OMNET++ versions above 5.0, due
to a fundamental change in Eclipse base in the 5.X releases. You might have compatibility issues if your code was
developed under some old VEINS release and you are now using an OMNeT++ versions > 5.X, your old VEINS code
should be migrated to be compatible with your new OMNeT++ version > 5.X. A possible solution to migrate an old
VEINS development to be compatible with an OMNeT++ version > 5.X can be found in:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/omnetpp/6iZhpyg9vlQ
We recommend to check current supported versions and compatibility issues before the installation of your OMNeT++
and VEINS versions:
https://veins.car2x.org/download/#devel
6.3

Required packages

To facilitate the installation process, here we list the required packages. Further details of packages functionality can be
found at OMNeT++ installation guide [23]. Also, it is advisable to update Linux packages before begin the installation:
• #sudo apt-get update
• #sudo apt-get upgrade
Minimal Requirements for Python and OMNeT++ environment:
• #sudo apt-get install build-essential gcc g++ perl python python3 qt5-default libqt5opengl5-dev tcl-dev tk-dev
zlib1g-dev default-jre libwebkitgtk-1.0
Requirements for Network Simulation Cradle:
• #sudo apt-get install bison flex
Xml-based version of the config store:
• #sudo apt-get install libxml2-dev
Doxygen and related inline documentation:
• #sudo apt-get install doxygen graphviz
To enable 3D visualization support with Qtenv we need to enable the Universe software repository and install Osgearth
development packages:
• #sudo add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntugis/ppa
• #sudo apt-get update
• #sudo apt-get install openscenegraph-plugin-osgearth libosgearth-dev
To enable the optional parallel simulation support we need to install the MPI packages:
• #sudo apt-get install openmpi-bin libopenmpi-dev
The optional Pcap library allows simulation models to capture and transmit network packets bypassing the operating
system’s protocol stack.
• #sudo apt-get install libpcap-dev
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6.4

Environment variables

To set persistent OMNeT++ environment variables, we have to edit the .bashrc or ~/.bash_profile configuration
files (e.g., #gedit ~/.bashrc) according to the OMNET++ downloaded version. As an example, in Fig. 16, the
enviromental variable for omnetpp-5.6.1 is configured. Once you have modified the file, you need to exit the current
terminal or restart the system.

Figure 16: Setting of persistent environment variables.
6.5

Installation
1. Download the intended OMNeT++ version: https://omnetpp.org/download/
2. Copy the OMNeT++ file to to the directory where you want to install it (e.g., /opt/).
3. Decompress the file (e.g., #tar -xvfz omnetpp-5.X-src.tgz).
4. Go to the OMNeT++ parent folder and call the configure instance: #./configure
5. Build the executable program with the following command, where N is the number of processors (CPUs) to
use during the simulation campaign. The simulation takes a few minutes depending in N : #make -jN
6. To add OMNeT++ launch icons: #make install-menu-item, #make install-desktop-icon.

6.6

How to optimize OMNeT++ simulations

Usually, researchers need to show the benefits of their proposals under network configurations with a high number of
network nodes. Due to the high number of nodes that are commonly simulated in OMNeT++, it is advisable to perform
some configuration in order to speed up simulations as it is detailed in this section. Configurations mentioned below
should be configured at the final stage of the experiment, i.e., once the researcher is ready to face the final performance
evaluation of their proposal (i.e., configurations are not recommended for troubleshooting phase).
1. Disable the graphical interface (use the cmdenv option , see Fig. 17). This way, simulations will be executed
faster in console mode.
2. Build your project in release mode (by default it is set to debug mode), see Fig. 18. This way, the simulation
will take less time.
3. Use all the available processors in your computer for the project compilation, see Fig. 19.
4. Execute simulations using the Express mode. It can be configured within the IDE and in line console (terminal),
see Fig. 20.
5. Execute simulations in a Linux terminal. For this, it is required to create an executable file of the project, see
Fig. 21. As an example to execute simulations using a terminal, the following command can be used:
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#/opt/omnetpp-5.6.1/bin/opp_runall -j8 -b1 /root/git/veins/veins/src/veins_example
,→ -u Cmdenv -c TSD_60 -r 0 -n .:../../src/veins
,→ --cmdenv-performance-display=false --sim-time-limit=5000s
,→ --cmdenv-redirect-output=true --cmdenv-express-mode=true
,→
/root/git/veins/veins/examples/veins/omnetpp.temp.ini

Figure 17: How to launch simulations without the graphical interface.

Figure 18: Set the release mode to build the project.

Notice that the configurations shown in Fig. 19 allow researchers to parallelize the project compilation. Notice that each
run of the experiment (i.e., of the simulation process) uses a single core. Alternatively, more advanced configurations
could be performed (notice that it would require some code modification) to parallelize a single experiment using all the
computer CPU power, see [24]. In section 6.8 we include useful information to carry out large-scale multi-scenario
simulations, that will definitively save a lot of simulation time and data processing time in the performance evaluation
of new proposals. These advanced settings will dramatically speed up the entire simulation process, saving researchers
a lot of time.
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Figure 19: Use the parallel build option to reduce the compilation time.

Figure 20: Configuration of Express mode in OMNeT++ IDE.

Figure 21: Executable make file.
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6.7

Some tips to carry out simulations efficiently

In this section, we describe some simple but very useful tips for running experiments efficiently in the OMNeT++/SUMO
simulation platform. Usually, researchers need to include confidence intervals (CI) in the results, which implies to carry
out a large amount of simulations with different seeds to obtain statistically independent results. To attain this goal, we
need to follow this steps:
• Experiment repetitions: At the omnet.ini file, the number of repetitions of the experiment can be configured,
see line 126 at Fig. 22.
• Experiment seed: By modifying the omnet.ini file, a different seed is configured for each experiment repetition
(used to include CI in the figures), see line 127 at Fig. 22.
• SUMO seed: When we are using the SUMO simulator to generate the independent mobility models, the seed
to be used by SUMO can be passed through the omnet.ini file, see line 128 at Fig. 22.

Figure 22: Tips for experiment execution at omnet.ini file.

6.8

Large-scale multi-scenario simulations

Usually, simulations are the first approach to evaluate wireless and mobile networks due to the difficulties involved
in deploying real test scenarios. Working with simulations, testing, and validating the target network model often
requires a large number of simulation runs. Consequently, there are a significant amount of outcomes to be analyzed to
finally plot results. One of the most extensively used simulators for wireless and mobile networks is OMNeT++. This
simulation environment provides useful tools to automate the execution of simulation campaigns, yet single-scenario
simulations are also supported where the assignation of resources (i.e., CPUs) has to be declared manually. However,
conducting a large number of simulations is still cumbersome and can be improved to make it easier, faster, and more
comfortable to analyze. In [2], we propose a large-scale simulations framework called simulations manager for OMNeT
++ (SMO). SMO allows OMNeT++ users to easily execute large-scale network simulations, hiding the tedious process
of conducting big simulation campaigns. Our framework automates simulations executions, resources assignment,
and post-simulation data analysis through the use of Python’s wide established statistical analysis tools. Besides, our
tool is flexible and easy to adapt to many different network scenarios. SMO is also accompanied by a command-line
environment allowing a fast and easy manipulation that allows users to significantly reduce the total processing time to
carry out large sets of simulations, in around 25% of the original time.
SMO can be easily installed from a git repository:
https://github.com/Pbarbecho/osm
We have also prepared an SMO documentation to guide researchers including detailed explanations to easily understand
our tool SMO [25]:
https://osm.readthedocs.io

7

SUMO. Mobility patterns simulator

A wide-spread road traffic simulator very popular among the research community regarding intelligent traffic systems
(ITS) field, is Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) [3] [26]. SUMO is an open-source space-continuous road
traffic simulator commonly used for testing VANETs and ITS services. SUMO allows users to handle large road
traffic networks. It includes many components of the road network and vehicular demand modeling (e.g., traffic lights,
right-of-way rules, lane changing) as well as public transport and pedestrians.
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7.1

Useful links
• SUMO download. Here we an find the latest SUMO release under different operating systems:
https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Downloads.php
• SUMO user documentation, which includes all the basic information needed to install and start with SUMO:
https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/index.html
• SUMO Web wizard tool, which consists of a tutorial that will guide the user step by step from the selection of
an openstreetmap map excerpt, over defining the traffic demand through running and finally visualizing the
scenario in the sumo-gui:
https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Tutorials/OSMWebWizard.html

7.2

Required packages

Before installing SUMO, the following packages are required:
#sudo apt-get install cmake libgdal-dev libxerces-c-dev libproj-dev libfox-1.6-dev
7.3

Environment variables

As well as in OMNeT++, SUMO requires to set the SUMO_HOME directory in the ~/.barshrc file, see Fig. 16.
7.4

Installation of SUMO
1. Download SUMO corresponding version: https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Downloads.php
2. Copy the SUMO folder to the directory where you want to install it (e.g., /opt/).
3. Decompress the file (e.g., #sudo tar -zxvf sumo-src-1.5.0.tar.gz).
4. Go to the SUMO parent folder and create a
#mkdir build/cmake-build && #cd build/cmake-build.

new

folder

to

build

SUMO:

5. Execute cmake in the current location: #cmake ../..
6. Build executable program with the following command, where N is the number of processors (CPUs) to use
during the simulation process. This process takes a few minutes depending in N : #make -jN
7.5

Tips about SUMO

In Fig. 23 the typical working flow to generate a SUMO simulation is depicted. Here, we list a set of simple steps to
generate the typical required files to create a SUMO simulation:
1. Build road network: The first step corresponds to download the target map (.osm file) from OpenStreetMaps
(OSM) [27]. For this, open a web browser and go to this web site: https://www.openstreetmap.org
and search a city whose map you want to download e.g. Barcelona, see Fig. 24. Then, copy the city.osm
file which you downloaded in previous step into the sumo/bin directory. Open a terminal and execute the
following command that includes main configurations in order to generate a urban road map understood by
SUMO (city.net file):
#netconvert --tls.guess-signals --check-lane-foes.all --junctions.join-turns
,→ --junctions.join --roundabouts.guess --no-turnarounds.tls --no-turnarounds
,→
geometry.remove --plain.extend-edge-shape --remove-edges.isolated
,→ --show-errors.connections-first-try --keep-edges.by-vclass passenger
,→ --ramps.guess --parking-output parking.xml --osm-files map.osm -o
,→
barcelona.net.xml
Finally, to generate polygons (i.e., to generate the city.poly file) corresponding to buildings in the map, the
following command can be executed:
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Build road network
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Road map and
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Manually

Dinamic routing

Randomly
Generation tools

Figure 23: SUMO work flow.

Figure 24: Barcelona map excerpt taken from OpenStreetMaps (OSM) [27].
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Figure 25: Traffic demand generation tools (MArouter, OD2trips, JTRouter, DFRouter, DUArouter) and types (flows
and routes).

#polyconvert -n bcn.net.xml --osm-files map.osm
,→
true

-o bcn.poly.xml --ignore-errors

2. Road map and infrastructure tuning: The netedit is a graphical network editor for SUMO. By using the
netedit SUMO tool, the road map converted in the previous step can be tuned. Here, edges, junctions, street
directions, and traffic lights can be edited, see Fig. 26. Further details can be found at https://sumo.dlr.
de/docs/netedit.html.
3. Traffic demand generation: SUMO offers several tools to generate traffic traces, see Fig. 25. As an example,
we show a command to generate random routes (generated with our randomTrips.py script) using the
DUArouter tool. Note that the DUArouter tool is embeded in the command with the option -r. The option -e
set the end time (default 3600) of routes generation. The option -p generate vehicles with equidistant departure
times and period (default 1.0). Finally, the option -l set the probability of an edge to be selected according
to the edge length. In the example, the input file is barcelona.rou.xml. The output file bcn.net.xml
includes just those reachable routes from random origins to random destinations using the shortest path:
#python randomTrips.py -vv -n bcn.net.xml --validate -e 5000 -p 500 -l 500
,→ --vehicle-class passenger --trip-attributes "departSpeed=\"min\"" -r
,→
barcelona.rou.xml --remove-loops --ignore-errors

8

VEINS. Vehicular networks protocols

VEINS [4] [28] is an open source framework for running vehicular network simulations, which is based on two
well-established simulators: OMNET++ and SUMO. The VEINS models are executed by OMNeT++ as the event-based
network simulator, while they also interacting with SUMO as the road traffic simulator.
8.1

Useful links
• VEINS download. Here you can find the current release of VEINS, as well as older versions:
https://veins.car2x.org/download
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Figure 26: SUMO netedit tool.

• VEINS documentation, where you can find a tutorial, FAQs and several links with further information to start
with VEINS:
https://veins.car2x.org/documentation
8.2

Installation

VEINS can be directly imported from OMNeT++. Fig. 27 shows how to import VEINS directly from OMNeT++, while
Fig. 28 shows the proper configuration settings needed to import VEINS.

Figure 27: How to import VEINS in OMNeT++.
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Figure 28: Configuration settings to import VEINS in OMNeT++.

9

Conclusions

In this article we have compiled useful information to help other researchers to streamline the learning phase and the
effort required to master various tools (simulators, latex editors, machine learning tools...), which usually are necessary
to start their research work. We have collected a set of tips and tools that we have used throughout our own research
work during the Ph.D. period.
Further information can be found in our Ph.D. thesis [5] [29] [30]. We sincerely hope that this article can help other
researchers to facilitate their work.
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